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Project Overview

⋅ Goal of SAR missions is to save lives

⋅ Chances plummet after 24-48 hours

⋅ SAR drones used by DOI
⋅ Fixed wing (long range, fast, broad area search, difficult to 

launch)

⋅ Quadcopter (short range, slow, detailed search, easy to 

launch)

⋅ There is a need for a UAS that is both easy to 
launch and can search a large area from long 
range



Mission Statement

The mission of the bEagle SAR UAS is to conduct an initial search for a lost hiker 

within a specified area of possibility from a remote launch and control station in order 

to reduce the time and personnel required at the beginning of a search and rescue 

operation. It will be capable of getting airborne in densely wooded areas without the 

use of additional launch equipment. It will take off, commute to the area of possibility, 

collect data on the area of possibility while flying its search pattern, commute back to 

the launch site, and land with complete autonomy. It will be capable of maintaining 

control beyond the operator’s visual line of sight.



Measures of Effectiveness and Key Performance Parameters

MOE 1. Conduct flights over diverse, 10 square mile areas of possibility (AOPs) within the National 

Parks from a distance of 15 miles away
KPP i. Range threshold of no less than (NLT) 30 miles (target 160 miles)

KPP ii. Desired service ceiling of NLT 7,000 ft DA (target 15,000 feet DA)

MOE 2. Transported, deployed, & operated by a single Ranger within the National Parks
KPP i. V/STOL capability at a altitude threshold of NLT 5,000 ft DA (target 7,000 ft DA) for an 

accent of 100 ft AGL

KPP ii. Communications and control range threshold of NLT 15 miles (target 20 miles)

MOE 3. Provide useful information to SAR teams on the ground
KPP i. Real-time video feed to pilot

KPP ii. Customizable GPS guided flight plans

KPP iii. Deliver FLIR and EO footage that can discern a human being



Concept of Operations



Analysis of Alternatives

                  Tilt Wing                                  Tilt Body                                 Fixed Wing Transition



Design Overview



Key Performance Parameters

KPPs

Range threshold of no less than (NLT) 30 miles (target 160 miles)

Desired service ceiling of NLT 7,000 ft DA (target 15,000 feet DA)

V/STOL capability at a altitude threshold of NLT 5,000 ft DA (target 7,000 ft DA) for an 
ascent of 100 ft AGL

Communications and control range threshold of NLT 15 miles (target 20 miles)

Real-time video feed to pilot

Customizable GPS guided flight plans

Deliver FLIR and EO footage that can discern a human being



Technical Performance Measures
TPMs

Power budget threshold of NLT 1100 Whrs (target +650 Whrs of energy on station)

L/D threshold of NLT 8

Cd0 threshold of NMT 0.03

Horizontal thrust threshold of NLT 4lb thrust (target 7 lb)

Horizontal Power threshold of NLT 0.9 hp (target >1 hp)

L/D threshold of NLT 8

Flight control computer maintains stable hover during ascent / descent

Flight control computer transitions from vertical to horizontal flight

Load limit threshold of no more than (NMT) 3

Weight threshold of NMT 50 lb (target 40 lb)

Vertical power threshold of NLT 3.7 hp

Vertical energy threshold of NLT 30 Whr

Static margin threshold of NLT 10% (target 30%)

MIL-8785C Level 1 Handling Compliance

Radio/ FPV video transmitter power threshold of NLT 10W

Overcome 900 MHz free space losses (-121 dBm) at maximum range

Provide constant HD Data stream on 2.4 GHz at maximum range

Radio/ FPV video transmitter power threshold of NLT 10W

Input custom GPS waypoints to be entered at the ground station

Provide GPS coordinates accurate to 5 square meters

produce imagery of NLT 3 px per ft^2 for IR, NLT 50 px per ft^2 for EO

carry 64 GB of onboard data storage



Analysis of Alternatives





Propulsion - Components

⋅ Gas Electric Generator
⋅ Chosen to support the VTOL capability

⋅ Insulates system from engine vibration

⋅ Recharges batteries when in cruise condition

⋅ LiPo Battery Pack
⋅ Provides 8400 mAh capacity for demanding stages of flight

⋅ Provided max current output (>100A) for up to three minutes 

operation without generator aid for emergency use

⋅ Electric Motors
⋅ Chosen to get high thrust required with low weight penalty

⋅ Propellers
⋅ Foldable blades for survivability on vertical propellers

⋅ Sized based on thrust requirements using DBF Prop Code and 

Manufactures benchmark data



Propulsion - Testing

Value Result

Continuous 
Fuel Flow 

(lb/hr)
0.55

Voltage (V) 49.72

Max Current 
(A) 40.22

Continuous 
Current (A) 33.18

Charge 
Current (A) 6.72

Est. Time to 
Recharge 

Battery 
Pack (min)

72

Value

Combined 
Result for 

Quad 
Operation

Max Thrust 
(lbf)

50.8@7100
rpm

Max Current 
(A) 107.6

Max Power 
(W) 4640

⋅ Gas Electric Generator
⋅ Fuel flow testing and power output 

confirmation

⋅ LiPo Battery Pack
⋅ Endurance testing and discharge testing

⋅ Electric Motors and Propellers
⋅ Thrust, current, power and heat testing

⋅ Heat was not an issue due to overbuilt 

ESCs



Propulsion - Changes from Expected

⋅ Gas Electric Generator
⋅ Not used in flight testing due to cost and limited 

testing timeline

⋅ LiPo Battery Pack
⋅ None, LiPo batteries chosen were adequate for 

desired performance

⋅ Electric Motors
⋅ Required extended wiring to meet design  

requirements

⋅ Propellers
⋅ None, adequate for mission despite degraded 

performance in testing



Aerodynamics

⋅ Design
⋅ Chapter 5 - Wing Design

⋅ L/D of NLT 8 

⋅ CD0 of NMT 0.03 

⋅ Test
⋅ OpenVSP modeling (VLM)

⋅ Computational Methods Drag verification 

in FlightStream 



Aerodynamics

bEagle  Specifications Value

Empty weight (lbf) 30.293

Wing span (ft) 11.5

Length (ft) 7.6

Wing area (ft^2) 14.78

Wing loading (psf) 2.47

Cruise velocity (ft/s) 83.16 - 50 kts

Cruise altitude (ft) 7,500



Aerodynamics

⋅ Airfoil and Wing Design
⋅ NACA 23015-23010

⋅ Wing Incidence of 2.5 degrees

⋅ High wing mount

⋅ Dihedral of 2 degrees 

⋅ No wing twist

Parameter Value

C
l,i

0.333

C
l,max

1.677



Aerodynamics

⋅ Stall Characteristics
⋅ Cruise velocity of 50 kts

⋅ V
BR

 of 32 knots

⋅ No potential envelope for stall

Altitude Air Density (⍴) V
stall

 (kts)

Sea Level 0.002378 20.74

7,500 ft (Cruise) 0.001902 23.12

15,000 ft (Max) 0.001496 26.32



Aerodynamics

⋅ Aerodynamic Characteristics
⋅ C

L,max
 found from VSP data

⋅ C
D,0

 found from VSP flat plate data

⋅ K found from induced drag plot

Parameter Value

C
L,max

1.68

C
D,0

0.02376

K 0.0360

e
0

0.8224



Aerodynamics

⋅ Final lift and drag characteristics



Aerodynamics

⋅ Results
⋅ Cruise CD0 was 20% less than the design criteria 

and  within 5% of analysis results

⋅ Difference in drag between vertical propeller 

orientations was negligible



Flight Dynamics

⋅ Flight Dynamics tests
⋅ Short period response test

○ Only determined via linear simulation and flight gear

○ MIL-8785C Level 1 Compliance met

⋅ Static Margin determination

○ Aircraft was suspended by boom mounts

○ CG was ballasted with 4.5 lb of batteries and weight 

○ CG of ~2.4 ft was achieved 



Flight Dynamics

bEagle Stability Specifications Value

Mean Aerodynamic Chord 
(MAC)

1.285 ft

Leading Edge of MAC 2.051 ft

Center of Gravity (CG) 2.394 ft

Neutral Point (NP) 2.7152 ft (51.67 %MAC)

Static Margin (SM) 0.23 ft length (24.932 %MAC)

Vertical Tail Volume 0.048

Horizontal Tail Volume 0.612

Ixx, Iyy, Izz, Ixz 1.884, 7.27, 6.01, 0 slug-ft^2

Design weight, design cruise 
speed

37 lbs, 83.16 fps

bEagle Control Surfaces cf/c Start-end (% semi span)

Elevator 1.285 ft 55%-65%

Aileron 2.051 ft 0-60%



Flight Dynamics

Design weight (37 lbs)                                                  Flight test weight (33 lbs)



Flight Dynamics

⋅ Stability derivatives calculated using OpenVSP Voretex Lattice Method



Flight Dynamics



Flight Dynamics



Flight Dynamics



Flight Dynamics Fabrication

Elevator                                                                              Aileron



Flight Dynamics Lessons Learned

⋅ Flexibility
⋅ Design in high flexibility for unpredicted 

CG results

⋅ Working relationships
⋅ Work closely with structures IPT

⋅ Micro Management
⋅ Tracking weight is very important, try to 

keep a cap for each team member

⋅ Balance is key 



Propulsion - TPMs

⋅ Applicable TPMs

⋅ Vertical Power of 3.7BHP ✓ 

(4.55BHP Peak, 3.75BHP 

Sustained)

⋅ Vertical Energy of NLT 30 Whr 

✓ (>100Whr achieved)

⋅ Horizontal Thrust of NLT 4lb at 

63kts ✓ (5.5lb)

⋅ Radio and Control Surface 

Power of NLT 10W ✓ (All 

Controls Powered)



Structures

⋅ Applicable TPMs
⋅ Weight under 16.5 lbs X

⋅ Sustain 3g load limit ✓

⋅ Structures tests
⋅ Weigh aircraft structure

○ Structure weight was 19.545 lbs (3.045 lbs over)

⋅ Load testing to 3g

○ Unable to actually measure however the entire structure made several hard landings which 

likely produced impact forces greater than 3 g’s.

○ Vertical motor mount sheared off



Structures

⋅ Material Selection
⋅ Strength vs weight

⋅ Fiberglass provides enough strength at less weight than carbon fiber

⋅ Steel bolts secured critical components, an acceptable trade for the increased reliability

⋅ Construction
⋅ Fuselage was laid up as two pieces using a foam mold. They were then epoxied together.

⋅ Structural frame was made out of sandwiched 6K carbon fiber twill and an accompanying 3 mm 

aeromat insert

⋅ Carbon fiber tubes provided the base of the tail booms and mount location for the empennage

⋅ 1/4” steel bolts secured the wings, fuselage, and tail booms

⋅ Motors were attached with M4 screws

⋅ Wings were joined with carbon fiber rods used as spars and M10 bolts 

⋅ Wing mounts could not sustain torsional load, foam inserts were added on either side of the mount 

to support the boom



Structures

⋅ Development (Solidworks FEA)
⋅ Wing root bending moment of 42.94 ft-lb

⋅ Wing tested as a distributed load across surface and also a force applied by the tail booms 

representing fixed wing flight and VTOL flight

⋅ Tail booms structurally tested

⋅ All loads tested ~1.5 max expected load



Structures Lessons Learned

⋅ Overdesign important connections/components
⋅ Reinforce frame and fuselage with additional supports or different configuration

⋅ Push for as much weight as possible in the design phase

⋅ Motor mounts should be of a stronger material or printed with greater infill

⋅ Wings should be secured with more than just bolts

⋅ Working relationships

⋅ Work closely with other IPTs



Mission Systems Overview

⋅ 2 Parts
⋅ Flight Control

⋅ Mission Payload

⋅ Major Features
⋅ Pixhawk FCS

⋅ FLIR Duo Pro 



Mission Systems C2

⋅ “Snoopy” Mk 3
⋅ Pixhawk 2.1 Blue Cube
⋅ Arduplane 4.0.7
⋅ Herelink Air Unit
⋅ 4x KDE-UAS55HVC ESCs
⋅ 1x Talon ESC



Mission Systems Pixhawk

⋅ ArduPlane 4.0.7 with QuadPlane Modes
⋅ Allows for both manual and autonomous flight

⋅ Kore Carrier Board
⋅ Combination of carrier board and PDB

⋅ Foam cube mount
⋅ Conformal “bubble” will be necessary for use with a 

generator



Mission Systems Payload

⋅ Here3 GPS
⋅ FLIR Duo Pro R

⋅ Mounted with angle bracket and screw
⋅ Separate GPS receiver for GeoTagging

⋅ Lightware Laser Rangefinder
⋅ Pixy IR Lock
⋅ Herelink Ground station



Mission Systems Testing

⋅ Max power test
⋅ Total amperage never exceeded 87A
⋅ Temperature increase in ESCs/board negligible

⋅ Flight test
⋅ All systems function as expected

⋅ Follow on testing
⋅ Max Transmission Range - COVID Restrictions
⋅ Max Camera Range - COVID Restrictions
⋅ GPS Tracking - Aircraft Mishap
⋅ Autonomous Landing - Aircraft Mishap
⋅ Transition Test - Aircraft Mishap



Mission Systems Lessons Learned

⋅ PDB/Carrier Board should be separate
⋅ Herelink is a highly capable system, needs to be 

leveraged
⋅ Pixhawk satisfactory for performance

⋅ A lot of nuance safety and control  parameters
⋅ Requires all components to function properly
⋅ Custom Raspberry PI/ Linux based system suggested

⋅ Work with Systems Engineering department
⋅ Borrow TTPs to address connector compatibility, common 

errors, troubleshooting software, etc.



Mission Systems Lessons Learned

⋅ PDB/Carrier Board should be separate
⋅ Kore Carrier optimized for quadcopter geometry
⋅ Limited flexibility for power distribution
⋅ Most parts UART specific connections
⋅ Difficult to mount at CG with mission essential 

components

⋅ Herelink needs to be leveraged
⋅ Android based touchscreen
⋅ Allows for complete parameter control on device
⋅ GPS flight path can be programmed on device
⋅ All buttons easily programmable from device
⋅ Video feed direct to controller in 1080p
⋅ All telemetry data is sent to device
⋅ Touch screen interface does require practice



Testing Strategy

⋅ Mission Systems
⋅ Motor test

⋅ Propulsion
⋅ Generator

⋅ Flight Dynamics
⋅ OpenVSP

⋅ Flight Gear

⋅ Aerodynamics
⋅ Open VSP

⋅ Flightstream



Flight Demonstration: Initial Flight

⋅ Only 10 seconds

⋅ Strong Nose Up Moment

⋅ Moderate pilot input 

required to keep stable
⋅ Approximately half throttle

⋅ Still had satisfactory control 

authority for maneuvering

⋅ Battery died

⋅ Motors had been run 

for approximately 3 

minutes prior



Flight Demonstration: Initial Flight

⋅ Nose down moment
⋅ Slight Change in CG due to 

battery replacement

⋅ Motor mount sheared off
⋅ Loss of Motor and 1 rotor 

blade



Evaluating Results of Flight Test

MOE 1. Conduct flights over diverse, 10 square mile areas of possibility (AOPs) within the 

National Parks from a distance of 15 miles away
KPP i. Range threshold of no less than (NLT) 30 miles (target 160 miles)

KPP ii. Desired service ceiling of NLT 7,000 ft DA (target 15,000 feet DA)

MOE 2. Transported, deployed, & operated by a single Ranger within the National Parks
KPP i. V/STOL capability at a altitude threshold of NLT 5,000 ft DA (target 7,000 ft DA) for an 

accent of 100 ft AGL

KPP ii. Communications and control range threshold of NLT 15 miles (target 20 miles)

MOE 3. Provide useful information to SAR teams on the ground
KPP i. Real-time video feed to pilot

KPP ii. Customizable GPS guided flight plans

KPP iii. Deliver FLIR and EO footage that can discern a human being



Questions?

We would like to thank Dan, Travis, Brandon, Steve, and Rich for their continued time 

effort and support on the bEagle project.


